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MAIN MEETING: Tuesday 7th July 1987 in the Bardon Prof. Dev. Ctr. 390 Simpsons Rd.
Bardon. Entrance through Car Park in Carwoola St. Doors open 7pm ‘iibrary), Meeting
Starts at Spm sharp. Library closes at 9.30pm.
##2%#* A Closer Look at Super Script on the C-64 and C-128 xe4xxk

WORKSHOP: Sunday 19th July 1987 (1pm - 5pm) in the Guidance Officers Training Ctr.,
Bayswater St. Hilton. Bring your PrGebameing or hardware problems, as well as your
own computer equipment! Opportunity to copy our Public Domain Disks.
PLEASE NOTE: Workshop Meetings are for MEMBERS ONLY! Ph. Colin Shipley - 36 2511 a.h.
AHIGA MEETING: Sunday 5th Juiy 1967 (1pm - Spm) in the Playground & Recr.
Bidng., Love St., Spring Hill.
x**# Talks on AMIGA BASIC and "C" #%#

Amiga Library open from Ppa - 2.30pm. Bring your own computer
our Public Domain Disks! - Ph. Steve McNamee - 262 1127 a.h.

Assn.

H.@.

equipment to copy

REGIONAL HEETINGS
CANNON HILL meets on the 4th Saturday of the month (1Znoon - 12pm) in the Cannon Hil!
State School. Ph. Barry Wilson - 399 6204 a.h. or Ron Jarvis - 399 6981 a.h.

CAPALABA meets on the 3rd Saturday of the month (1pm - 5pm) in the Capalaba State

Primary School. (Rediand Education Centre.) Ph. David Adams - 396 6501 a.n.
KENMORE meets on the ist Sunday of the month (1pm - 5pm) in the Kenmore State Schoo!
Library. Ph. Peter Reeve - 378 2665 a.h. or Keith Hadland - 3/78 6696 a.h.

KINGSTON meets on the 2nd Friday of the month (7pm - 10pm) in the Kingston State
School.

Ph. Peter Harker - 800 4929 a.h.

PINE RIVERS meets on the 2nd Sunday of the month (1pm - 5pm) in the Strathpine High
School. (rear entrance). Ph. Bruce Wylie - 359 9779 a.h.
SHERWOOD meets on the 2nd Friday of the month (7.30pm) in the Graceville

State

School. Ph. Leigh Winsor - 379 2405 a.h. or Philip Parkin - 616 1172 a.h.
THE GAP meets on the Srd Wednesday of the month (7.30pm) in the Gap State Schooi.
Ph. Julianne Falien - 300 2982 a.h.
WAVELL HEIGHTS meets on the 2nd Tuesday of the month in the Wavel|l Heights High
Schoo! (library), Brae St. Ph. Rob Adamson - 266 8353 a.h.

SUNSHINE COAST neets pepe ay For a
- 071 / 42 1036 or Ph. Vic Mobbs - O71 / Y

times,dates
30

and places:

Ph. Harvey Ridgle

MARYBOROUGH/HERVEY BAY meets on the 4th Monday of the month (7pm - 10 pm) in the Sun-

bury State School,

Alice St.

Ph. Terry Baade - O71 / 21 2271

(wd or Ofi/2i

5059 a.h.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

PRIMARY EDUCATION SUB-GROUP meets on the 3rd Tuesday of the month (7.30pm) in the
Aspley State School. Ph. Bill Weeks - 208 8620 (work) or 341 2823 a.h.
PR
ING SUB-GROUP meets during the Main poeta
in our Club Rooms.

Ph. Jim Vick - 345 1878 a.h. or Tom Kelly - 277 9900 a.h.

CP/H SUB-GROUP meets during the Main Meeting in our Club Rooms.
Ph. Steinar Johansen - 207 3065 a.h.

PLEASE NOTE: COPYING OF COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE 1S NOT ALLOWED AT ANY OF OUR MEETINGS!!!
Do you want to form a Sub-Group in your District?

Contact our Sub-Group Coordinator, Terry Steer (Ph. 806 2424 a.h.) for detaiis.

—_
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rrom this month "CURSOR" is appearing in two editions, namely the one you are
reading now and the new Amiga Edition. We, as the Management Committee, feel that
this action will be in the best interest of both diverse groups of members.
To be able to implement this policy I have to devote a lot more time to the newsletters, and from now on vill rigorously enforce the deadline for newsietter
material, which is the FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH. Any material received after this
date will have to wait for the foliowing month’s issue, no matter how current or
urgent the material

may be.

Owners of 8-bit computers (C-64, C-128, Vic-20 etc) will keep on receiving
edition, whereas Amiga owners will automatically receive the Amiga edition.

this

If you would like to receive the other edition as well, we have to bayer a $6.00
annual charge of $6.00 to cover our costs. Members who would like to take up this
offer shoulda contact our Secretary, Norm Chambers.
Well,

we

hope that you approve

of these changes. Sy taking this course af action
users a patter deal. in the
last
hands (] seem to have written that

W € hope to give both Commodore and Commodore-Amiga
the aquaiity of this newsletter is in your
t 2 sort
n
so keep those articies and letters coming
c e fore!),

in!

Prices

When some months ago i published a Commodore

pricelist

guide. The simple fact is that Commodore pricing 15
some two months ago my son bought a C-64 Family Pack
Brisbane Commodore dealer and some days ago one
drive for $328.00 (RRP $399.00), so it pays to shop

| did

this

purely

as

a

ali over the place. As an example
for $349.00 (RRP $499.00) trom a
of our members purchased 4 1541C
around.

Here's an interesting comparison in prices between 4
Amiga 309 package:

C-64

package

and

the

new

give

a

nore
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C-94 Computer

$ 300.00

A 500 Computer $10u0. 00

1541 Drive
Monitor
Printer

$ 300.00
$ 400.00
$ 500.00

(built-in drive) — :
Monitor
§ 600. 00
$ 506.00
Printer

TOTAL

$1500. 00

TOTAL

For the purpose of this exercise

realistic

picture.

$2100.00

| have rounded the prices down

to

n

In the case of the A 500 we may well find that after some months

it will sell for less than the quoted $1000.00. But even based on the above prices
there’s only a difference of $600.00. Makes you think, doesn’t 1t:
cs
In the July issue of Compute!’s Gazette the
resident
of Berkeley’s Softworks,

designers of GEOS, said that the reai power of GEOS can only be seen with Commodore's
RAM expansion module. If this expansion module ever becomes availabie in Australia it
wiil probably cost about $300.00. So, to turn your Co4 into a "WIMP? computer like an
Amiga or Macintosh wili now cost you a total of $1800.00! Surely a case of trying
to

squash a quart into a pint pot?
naiph De Vries
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MAIN MEETING (2nd June):
Qur regular attendance was down a fair bit at this meeting... even the library
staff were dozing off at times! Perhaps the ‘state of origin’ match had something to
do with it, or was it because no particular topic had been announced for this
meeting? Anyway for once the management committee had ample opportunity to say their
bit, but even

they got yt:

their ‘business’

fairly quickly.

Jon Kalkman took care

of the Beginners Section, and the evening ended with our Expert Panel consisting of
Phil Guerney, Greg Shea and Jim Vick answering members’ programming- and other
questions. Most members had gone home by 9.45 pm.
LIBRARY PROBLEMS

it is very much appreciated if members who have library material in their
possession try to return this material to the library, even if they are unable to
attend the meeting. However lately some members have given this library material to

committee members or sub-group coordinators, who in turn are expected to return the
material to the library. Now, if these people accidentally forget to return this
material to the iibrarian, as nas happened on several occasions recently, this means
that for a pericd of another month these books / magazines / software are not
available to other members.
We therefore request of members who are unable to attend a meeting to return the
borrowed articles to The Librarian, 49 Morialta Street, Mansfield, 4122.
Your cooperation in this matter would be very much appreciated.

NAUGHTY NAUGHTY!
The other day we saw one of our Lindsay Whipp’s cartoons in a NZ newsletter

without any form of acknowledgement at all. We love to see our material being used by
other newsletters, but it’s surely not too much to ask that they acknowledge both
author

(or artist

in this case)

and source

of the material.

DOWN AGAIN!!!

Lester Bennett has done it again! 5,25" Disks are now down to $12.00 per 10 (no

library box). Soon we’!! be giving them away!
A PLUG

a

quite
for doing ‘fixes’ to TV’s, Monitors and Videos in his spare

is known by
This is an unashamed commercial! Our member Dennis Cheshire who

few

of

our

members

time, has now decided to go it alone and start his own servicing
business. ff you
have TV or Video problems you can contact Dennis on 395 0153. [End of Commerciai!]

BAD BUSINESS
by

It

wag

teported

Group

hag

no alternative

one

of

our Sub-Groups that a quantity of some 30 disks of

members’ aotware have hisappeared. [f this should turn out to be a case of theft the
but to expel the culprit(s).

Let us hope that it is only a

case of a genuine mistake on somebody’s part, and that the

can be cleared up quickly.

mysterious

disappearance

NEW PRINTERS?

We have seen some references to a new Commodore printer,
appears to bea coiour (dot-matrix?) printer. but at thie Stage
any more details.
We also believe that CBM showed several Oki printe
rs at the
held in Sydney. Again we are
ae
till now - another case of Vapour are? that Commod ore has kep

the model MPS2000. It
we are unabie to get

March computer show
this fact so quiet up

PRINTER BUG

ident Greg Perry reporteda rather disturbing bug inin

Commo-

dores HPS"12 6 Sarna: hen doing program listings it is not unusual apa a ple
bunch of lines mysteriously disappear, i.e. they are not listed at all. per nas
brought

UAT

this

fact

atin

to

the attention of Commodore’s technical

en dethe fact that we were recently contacted

people,

printer.

Does this

point to a bug in the pene

lf you are contemplating Bovine a

to you, it may be prudent to take

rather

the

-6§-

vitizen

than the interface?

printer, and the listings
of programs is

these facts in consideration.

hopefully

by Sundown Computer

Centre who reported Fhat one of their clients had similar problems with
120D

who

important

GOODS

&

SERVICES

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS (C-64 & C-128) - $3.00 ea (+ $2.00 Postage for up to 5 Disks)
PUBLIC DOMAIN TAPES (C-64) - $2.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage Per Order)
BLANK DISKS 5,25" (DS/DD) - $12.00 per 10 (+ $2.00 Postage) - [No Libr. Case]
MULTI-COLOURED DISKS 5,25" (SS/DD) - $18.00 per box of 10 (+ $2.00 Postage)
COLOURED DISKS 5,25" (DS/DD) - $22.00 per box of 10 (+ $2.00 Postage)
DISK BOXES (hold 90 5,25" disks) - $20.00 ea (+ $5.00 Postage)
PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS FOR AMIGA 3,5" - $6.00 ea (+ $2.00 Postage for up to 5 Disks)
BLANK DISKS FOR AMIGA 3,5" - $40.00 per 10 (+ $2.00 Postage) - [No Libr. Case]
DISK BOXES for 3,5" disks: Temporarily Unavailable
"PUBLIC DOMAIN BOOK" (for C-64) - $5.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
"STARTING WITH DISK DRIVES” (for 1541 owners) - $2.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
"C-128 MEMORY MAP™ - $2.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
"AMIGA DOS SUMMARY" - $3.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
TURBO-ROM for C-64 or C-128: Members Price - $40.00
Customised Version (Your choice of Screen Colours + Your Name on Screen): $45.00
AMIGA SPECIAL PRINTER CABLE - $25.00

. USER PORT PLUG (with Key Way) - $8.00 (+ $1.00 Postage)

USER PORT PLUG BACKSHELL - $3.00 (+ $1.00 Postage)
USER PORT to CENTRONICS CABLE - $35.00 (+ $1.00 Postage)
ADDRESS LABELS (23 x 89 mm) - $14.00 per 1000
RIBBONS for MPS-1000, GX-80, LX-80 PRINTERS - $8.00 ea (+ $1.00 Postage)
ADDRESS ail orders

to P.0. Box 274 - Springw ood to:

UPGRADE CHARACTER EPROM for 801/1525 Printers. - (Gives descenders on p,g,q,y and j.)
(Also requires exchange of ROM chip.) - Supplied & Fitted $30.00

UPGRADE EPROM to convert 1526 Printer to 802 Printer - $20.00

vontact Lester Bennett on 800 1243 before 8pm on weekdays for more details.
Available
For detaiis

for Hire to Members only: 1526 Commodore Printer
contact John Van Staveren on 3/2 3051 (after hours)
COMPUTER ADDITIONS

mat

by Anthony Thyssen during Milton Workshop Meetings. If this is not suitable contact
Anthony on 371 1233 to arrange installation at his Taringa premises.

SERVICES OFFERED
RESET BUTTONS:

$6.00

RESET RE-ENABLE:
$6.00
(Tap reset switch while pushing this
button to reset a protected program.|

DEVICE NUMBER CHANGE: $6.00
C-64/126 COMPUTER SELECTION SWITCH: $6.00
TURBO ROM INSTALLATION: C-64 with Socket or C-128
WRITE PROTECT

SWITCHES:

C-64 without
$6.00

$6.00

Socket or C-128D
$10.00
WRITE ENABLE SWITCHES:

$6.00

The Following [tems To Order Only:

SERIAL SWITCHING BOX: $14.00
EXPANSION PORT PLUG: $10.00
RAM CARTRIDGE - 8 KByte: $40.00,

SERIAL PORT DOUBLER: $14.00
CAPACITANCE HETER BOARDS: $14.00
16 KByte: $55.00
al

=iire

NEW

PUBLIC

DOHAIN

TAPE

FOR

C-64

—_—S—

by Terry Steer
Aiter many months we have finaly put together another tape of public domain
programs called Tape 4 and, for those who wanted tapes 1 to 3, we have made some of
those as well.

Tapes are still

$2.00 each and $1.00

(total)

postage

mail.
We hope to start compiling some more tapes in the near future.
like an indication of how many tape users we have out there who are

if

ordering

by

We would also
interested
in

public domain tapes and aiso if there is a demand for blank tapes as this will
determine how many tapes we can bulk purchase and at what price.
We are currently
purchasing reasonable quality tapes (C60’s) for under $1.50.
Is anyone out there
purchasing good tapes at a better price?

Could all those interested in tapes,
contact me on 808 2424,
domain disk sales desk.

if

either

public

domain

or biank

cassettes

possible or see me at the main meeting at the pubiic

TAPE 1 - GAMES
SIDE &:

000 DEMONS OF OSIRIS

0106
0306
075
1410
145

DEMON
GIL TYCOON
CAVES OF ICE
DIAHOND DROP
U-BOAT

{86 PATHWAY

215 COLOURBOT
240 MINE FIELD

2/0 GOBLIN

285 HAWKMEN/OF/D
310 BOWLING CHAMP
330 HARDHAT CLIMBER

:: An arcade type

::
::
::
+;
+:

game. From COMPUTE Jan 84.

Loaded by DEMONS OF OSIRIS.
Use joystick drill for oil.
;
Game from compute magazine Sept.&3.
Game from Compute Sept. 83
Game trop Compute Nov. 83

:+ Game from Compute Jan. 84.
:: Game.
BP
Pi

85
+: Game from Compute June 63 called Hawkmen of Dinarin.
:: Ten pin bowling pane for 1 to 3 players.
:: Game similar to Donky Kong type games.

:: Game from Compute July 83.

350 DOMINATION

:: 2 player game.

395 BREAKOUT
405 CANYONS OF ZELAS

+: GAME (sometimes called BRICKOUT)
:: A lunar lander type of game.

370 SYMBOL CODE

:

:: Game for up to 4 players from Compute Nov. 83.

;

:: Mastermind type of ou from RUN magazine Jan. 64.

SIDE B:
000 PLANETFALL
130 LIGHT CYCLES

180 MONOPOLE
305 SUPERSPRITE
340 MIND BOOGLE

360 CASTLE DUNGEON
380 FRANTIC FISHERMAN

430 TREK

:
::
::
::
::

A buy and sell space game for severai
A 2 player game.

The game of monopoly for 2 players.
Game from Compute.
A Compute Gazzete game.

:: Adventure style game.
:: Compute Gazzete Game.
:: Computes Gazzete game.

-B-

players.

=

TAPE 2 - UTILITIES
SIDE A:

000
050
200
210
235
265
280
315
335
350
395
41o
425

SPEEDSCRIPT 3.0
SPEED INSTRUCTIONS
TAPE COPIER
WEDGE $7000
WEDGE $C000
MICROMON $C000
MONITOR $C000
MONITOR $8000
FUNCTION KEYS
DATA BASE 1
MLX
DI SASSEMBLER
ASSEMBLER

The latest version of this word processor.
The complete instructions for speedscript.

:

Use to copy tape pO atane from one to
Load ,1,1 then sys 286/72 to start.
Load ,1,1 then sys 49152 to start.
A machine code monitor, load ,1,1 then
Another monitor,load,1,1 sys 49152 to
Another monitor, load,!,! sys 32768 to
A program that programs your function
A DATA BASE program that will save to

another.

sys 49152:
start.
start.

keys.
:
tape. —
:
- Use this to enter programs from Compute Magazine.
- A machine code dissasembler.
- A machine code assembler.

SIDE 8B:
000
O15
030
O76
165
205
225
250
270
280
310
320
340
380
4Q5

- Use for entering Compute Gazette games.
: Saves machine code reer eey
;
ck in sprites.
:
; i Fe eaart processor that’s been Pet Speeded.
- Turns your keyboard inota piano of organ.
- Draws a 3-d graph from figures you input.
- A demo of different sounds.
|
: Draw sprites.
abe.
. Tests your reaction time.

GAZETTE PROOFREADER
N.C SAVE
SPRITE CLOCK
WRD PROC. PETSPD
MUSIC MASTER
3D GRAPH
SOUND DEMO
SPRITE EDITOR
REACTION TIME
PLOT & DRAWTO
SP{RALIZER
SPEED TYPE
TEST CARD
TAPE LABELS
SOUND EFFECTS

- Load and run before loading spiralizer.
- 18.
» Draws Hi-res. Try these inputs 7 - 50

:
typing.
:
demos.
other
gives
and
bars
ted
; Mediiye?colot

. Prints tape labels to a printer.
: Seif explanatory.

TAPE 3 - EDUCATIONAL
SIDE A:

000
035
075
105
130
165
185
215
230
280
300

SPELLING CRITTER
SHAPE MATCH
ROBOT MATH
FAST ADD
WORD GUESS
TEACH ENGLISH
VOCAB BUILDER
LETTER ATTACK
MYSTERY SPELL
MUNCHMATH
INTRO TO BASIC

: Spelling

shape

s

quiz.

cognition program.

progra.

atheaia that displays large characters.

: G

the word.

anadventure
: Word

.
:
:
:

Type
Guess
Maths
Self

,

,

e

game using simple English.

quiz.

ti the falling letters.
the word.
quiz.
explanatory.

(Continued on the following page]

SIDE B:

000
O60
220
250
310
335
3706
415

TURTLE GRAPHICS
INTRO TO 6502
INTRO TO SID
FIRST AID
TYPING
SOLAR SYSTEM
MATH DUNGEON
ALPHA ANZ/64

:
:
:
:
:

What it says it is.
An intro to the 6502 chip and its operation commands.
An intro to the sound cnip.
Gives first aid answers for various ailments.
Another typing aid.

: A tutorial on the solar systen.
: An adventure type progran.

: A game using the alphabet.

TAPE 4 - MAINLY GANES
er

ip tri At

O06
044
O80
135
200
290
320
$55
370
390

: Load and run for how to use games on this tape etc.

INSTRUCTIONS
WHIRLY BIRD
QUIX
MONSTER PANIC
SUPER TREK
DAM BUSTERS
DUNGEON
ATOM HANDBALL
ODIN
SLITHER

: A shoot’em up arcade type game.
: A well known arcade style game.

:
:
:
:
:
:

Run from monsters dig holes to kill them etc.
Quite a good startrek program.
A simple game.
A simple game.
A brickout game, quite goad.
A shoot’em up game.
A Simple game.

SIDE B:

O05
O86
170
186
220
300
335
355
400
420

|

: A shoot’em up game.

STARSCANNER
ARTILLERY
BIOGRYTHM
DOCTOR WHC
FAME
SUPER MIND
SPACE NIM
CENTRIPOD
INVADERS
POKES

An ola one cleaned up a@ Dit.
: Two player game.
: A biorythm program of course.
: Plays the Doctor Who theme. Quite a good rendition.

+
:
+
:
:
'

An adventure type of game.
A master mind game.
A thinking type game for one.
A shoot’em up game.
A simple space invaders game.
Pokes that alter the game invaders.

---90000-~~
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Soon it will be Membership Renewal time again, so start saving up now:

It would be very much appreciated if you could remit your membership dues by NAIL,

rather than paying them at our next meeting.

Past experience

as

usually a huge bank-up of members trying to pay their dues, causing

shown

that

there's

long delays.

Many thanks for your cooperation!
IEGGBHB EHH HUB
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DESIGN

by Robin

MND

HUES TORY.

OF

THE

€-6¢4

Harvey

In 1985, the IEEE published in their Spectrum publication an article
describing the design history of the Commodore
64 computer. It
presents

an

interesting

insight

first place and the various
development

and

details some

of the design

It all started

indeed

into

how

modifications
during
1981

such

in the

during

production.

problems

in January

starts

that have to be made
The

associated

when

a project

a group

article

is candid

and

with the C64's history.
of designers

working

at

MOS Technology (owned by Commodore) set out to design a graphic and
sound chip to sell to the video game industry. Nine months later the
design was complete and Jack Tramiel, the Commodore bass, decided that

the chips should be mcorporated

into a computer with 64K of memory.

The design process took less than three months and
to build five prototype computers, incorporating
display them at the. Consumer Electronics Show at
1982. They were the first Commodore 64 computers
stars of the show with their remarkable price tag

they were then able
the new chips, and
Las Vegas in January
and they became the
of $595. Thus in one

year, what set out to be a chip-marketing exercise tumed ito a fullblooded computer product that was to set the world on fire.
By August 1982 the C64 was in full production and has run unabated
more
cost
than
The

or less ever since. What
of the C64 was set at $135
to a specification and then
transition from prototype

is interesting is that the production
and then designed to that price rather
seeing what it would cost.
to full production did not go smoothly

despite the short timescale. Certain modifications to the prototypes
were made but often created as many problems as they solved and, in
retrospect,
the

the designers

modifications

problems

were

and

wondered
gone

nevertheless

into

whether
full

they should

production

even

have

foregone

earlier.

ignored until well into production

Some

including

the re-routeing of the sound output printed circuit track which was too
close to the video track giving an annoying 15,750Hz whine on the sound
output. This applied to US machines but it is not clear whether this
problem manifested itself on UK machines.

The decision to use an RF modulator costing $3 on the C64 gives an
interesting insight into production engineering. One school of thought
says that it's a cut-down in quality on the originally specified one
costing about
the

one

used

$6.50, while
on

the

VIC

others
20

which

say that it's a vast
only

-|{-

cost

50 cents!

improvement

over

It's perhaps not too surprising to
problems, with the United States
automated insertion techniques but
is that each technique
requires
layout and different components. In

note that even manufacture caused
production plants using component
the Japanese plant not. The problem
a different
printed circuit board
the end the Japanese operation was

transferred to Hong Kong where an automated plant was used.
Some early owners of C64s may remember the so called ‘sparkle’
problem which caused small-spots of light to appear on the display
screen. Originally the video chip attracted all the blame for this
unwanted feature, but at the end of the day a ROM chip was discovered
to be the culprit. As well over 3 million of these were already in use
im arcade games etc, it was hard to recognise this as the cause. In the
C64, the system bus is shared between the 6510 processor and the video
Circuitry and when control was switched
were occasionally generated. These were

circuit

in the ROM

designed

between them, voltage spikes
due to a special pre-charging

to make

it work

faster.

The

spike

was

detected as an address and consequently fed the video chip with wrong
data. What really did the damage from the users view, was that this
sparkle affected the sprite collision sensing and caused the movement

of objects on the screen to go wild.
One
interesting
effect
that
literally
production,

decided

was due to the enthusiasm

that

whilst

testing

the

of some

C64,

came
to
light
during
production workers who

it would

be

easier

to

tum

a

potentiometer
fully clockwise
rather
than
adjust it properly. The
result was that some machines were delivered with very garish colour
displays and virtually no contrast between black and white.

A lot of comments were being made by reviewers and the general pubic
about C64 quality control, with testing in the factory having clearly
been limited. The reason for this was that while the machine as an
individual entity was tested, its control over peripherals, like disk
drives, was not. Therefore a broken PC track caused by over-zealous use
of a power screwdriver, would not show up if the tracks were associated
with extemal peripherals.
Perhaps the greatest criticism of the C64 was the crude BASC and its
lack of commands to handle the sound and graphic features, but any

enhancements over and aove what was
extra demands

for ROM space

actually provided would

that would

have exceeded

have placed

the price they

were working to. A more interesting explanation is that 'Mr Commodore’,
Jack Tramiel, was a hardware man and anything he could not hold, touch
or feel was not worth spending money on. Anothér early casualty was a
plan to re-package the C64 in a new less stubby case, but the idea

prevailing at the time
change it?

There
and

are many

indeed

was

that

as the machine

characteristics

criticism

but

the

was selling well, why

of the C64 that have attracted praise

most

prolific

gripes

have

without

doubt

been the slowness of the associated 1541 disk drive. The reason is
historical. When the ViC20 came out with its disk drive, it was based
on the disk operating system developed for the PET, changed from
parallel to serial operation for reasons of economy. Because the serial

interface

portion

of the VIC 6522 interface

controller did not work, a

different approach was used where the 6502 processor sent out a bit at
a time under software control. Under ideal circumstances, a_byte at a
time would be sent to the peripheral controller. Now, when the C64 came
along, the part of the interface controller was made to work and it
could have resulted in a fast disk drive. Incredibly, it was decreed
that the C64 had to remain compatible with the ViC20 disk drive and so
the VIC compromise remained, but to compound the agony, the disk drive
was slowed down even further so that the processor in the C64 could
catch the disk drive interrupt signals. So it all stemmed
from the

original VIC20 6522 interface controller not working correctly and an
insistence that the 1541 remain compatible with the VIC20 system. At
the end of the day it wasn't anywayL
)
The deficiency in-the disk drive performance has given rise to

another growth industry; making so-called disk turbo modifications. One
from Epyx, for example, will enhance the normal C64-to-disk transfer
rate of about 512 bytes per second to 2.5 Kbytes per second.
The article provides an interesting peep into manufacturing costs,
with the original C64 estimated as costing about $135 to make and

retailing at $595. Today the retail price is about $149 with production
costs thought to be between $35 and $50.
Even now there are thought to be some problems with the C64,

resulting

mainly

from

the cost-cutting

exercises.

Dissipation

of heat

from the 6567 video chip remains a problem, perhaps due to its change
from ceramic to plastic. Apparently the chip can lock-up when a program

switches
faulty

to graphics

horizontal

commented

mode.

scrolling

Another
of

problem

bit-mapped

is that some

screens.

A

C64s

recent

on the flash-bulb feature in the swimming event

have

reviewer

of Summer

Games. It's not a feature but faulty horizontal scrolling!
Nevertheless the C64 has been a phenomenal success world-wide and no
doubt kept Commodore going for a few years in a fiercely competitive

market. Let's hope that Commodore
|

This

can

maintain

the mitiative.
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article
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Newsletter,

CURSORY

NOUIES

by Phil Guerney

Here

[| am,

writing my fourth "Cursory Notes" column for Cursor.

time some years ago when

| first read the column

in BYTE by

Jerry

Ever since the
Pournelle

called

"Computing at Chaos Manor” | have thought that it would be great fun to do this. For
those not fapiliar with BYTE, it is that inch-thick computing magazine from America
that has maintained
its size and
Gisappeared.
Each issue usually nas a
other reviews and several
swags of
Then there's always that chatty column

around his house with pet names
science fiction novels,

quality while ali around
it have shrunk or
swag of articles following a particular theme,
ads that can make it hard to find the stories.
by Pournelie, who has some dozen computers

jiike Lucy van Pelt, Big kat, Zeke and Adeline,

tours the USA and Europe giving

lectures

and seeing

writes

computer

Shows and, most of ail, gets sent every conceivable bit of software that is written
in the hope he may write something good about it in his infiuential column.
When it
came

tc

the time he needed

having to put the hundreds
with a powerful permanent
The manuals needed a truck
envejopes in the letter box

to aan

up for renovations

to the house,

he wrote about

of disks that he'd received up to a year before in a bin
magnet to erase them before handing them over to a school.
to take them away.
Now [ haven’t noticed any fat
recently.
So listen hear you writers and distributors of

software - if you want to maximize your chances of a favourable mention of your Cb4
program in Cursor,
just send a copy to Phil Guerney, c/o CCUGG Inc. Then I reaily
wil] feel like Pournelle!
| did receive something as a result of last months coiumn and that was an agrieves

message from Wayne Herring who is the Secretary of the Bay Commodore Users Group who
own the Commodore Connection on Viatel.
| had said this was an example of the poor

Vaiue tor money-of Viatel because there was very little material to be haa on paying,
as | did, $2 for a month’s access.
Wayne defended the service on the grounds that ne

doesn’t have the time to update it enough (which | don’t think is an excuse if we are
asked to pay for it) and that lack of for sale ads and game questions is a resuit OF

| gave that the
He pointed out a wrong era
the members’ slackness, not his.
quiz,
‘For Sale’
ads and game questions were only available if you pala.
They are
actually available to anyone.
Joining gives you the privilege
of accessing
frames

such as programming hints which look like the sort of thing you see in the “Magic”
Several of the hint sections were empty when | first joinec
section of RUN magazine.

but

as

| saw when | checked

last night they now all have something

note this, you are asked to pay another

Wayne

emphasises

that

tc per

frame

to

view

there - BUT, and

them!

Why

bother:

for country Commodore users it is very expensive to use city

bulletin boards on STD rates and Viatel charges no more for users in Thargominaah as
| have to agree with that. (I wonder if there are any
in Brisbane or Melbourne.
Viatel subscribers in Thargomindah with Commodores??).
Finally Wayne telis me that
telesoftware

is

planned eae later

in the year,

which emphasizes

my main

point which

was that Viatel held great promise but was not delivering much value at this stage in
its development.
Last month | also dared to suggest that Greg Perry’s GP-Term communications
program as provided with Netcomm 64/125 modems or directly from him, was not up to

scratch

when accessing

dial-up mainframes which worked best if the software emulated

a terminal like the DEC VT-52.
Well already GP-Term V3.0
this and now there is absolutely no reason for anyone
program! (Alright Greg, you can let go now!)

ell

that

was

won't mention Viatel

is available
which does
to turn to any other comms

mostly oing over old ground but it had to be done.
Por GP-Term.

Regards.
-j4-

Next month |

ANNUAL

GENERAL

HEETING

To be held in our Clubrooms at the Bardon Professional Development Centre,
390 Simpsons Road, Bardon on Tuesday 4th August 1987 at 8 pm.

Following are some excerpts from the Articles of Association:
The business to be transacted at every Annual General Meeting shall be:
(a) the receiving of the Management Committee report and the statement of income
and expenditure, assets and liabilities and mortgages, charges and securities
affecting the property of the Association for the preceding financial year;
(b) the receiving of the auditor’s report upon the books and accounts for the
preceding financial year;
(c) the election of members of the Management Committee; and
(d) the appointment of an auditor...

MEMBERSHIP/OF/MANAGEMENT/COMMITTEE
(1) The Management Committee of the Association shail consist of a President,
Secretary,

Treasurer,

all of whom shall be members

nomination

for re-election.

of the Association,

and such

number of other members as the members of the Association at any general meeting
ah
may from time to time elect or appoint.
(2) At the annual general meeting of the Association , all the nembers of the
Management for the time being shall retire from office, but shall be eligible upon

(3) The election of officers and other members of the Management Committee shail
2
take place in the following manner:-

ia) Any two members of the Association shall be at liberty to nominate any other
member to serve aS an officer or other member of the Management Committee;
ib} The nomination, which shall be in writing and signed by the member and his
proposer and seconder, shal! be lodged with the secretary at least fourteen days
before the annual general meeting at which the election is to take place;.
VOTING
(4)
be
(b)
\c)
id)
(5)
(8)

(a) every ordinary,

entitled

country,

student,

pensioner,

to one vote.

present

or lite member

shall

;

every family member present shail be entitled to a maximua of two votes.
to a maximum of two votes.
every business member present shall be entitled
associate and honorary gembers shal! not be entitled to a vote.

voting shall be by a show of hands or a division of the members.
a member may vote in person or by proxy or attorney...

This is an extract of the official articies of association, but tor the benefit of

our members here is a precis of the above in plain English:
After

-

the reading of the President’s- and Treasurer’s reports there will be an

election

of officers

for positions on the Management Committee.

These positions are:

President - Secretary - Treasurer - Technical Coordinator

Sub-Group Coordinator

- Chief Librarian

- Newsletter

Editor

On the reverse side of this page you will find a nomination form, to be signed by the
member and his proposer and seconder (al! to be financial members). This form has to
be

in the

possession

of

the

secretary

no

later

than Honday

20th

July

1987.

You will also find on the game page a proxy form to be used by members who are unable

to attend but still would like to make their vote count at the Annual General Meeting
-{5-

COMM ODO RE COMPUTER USERS GROUP (QLD) INC.
20
ox 2/4 - Springwood - Q’ia - 412:
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - 4th AUGUST 1987
Election of Management Committee Members for 1987 - 198€

NOMINATION FORK
POSITIGNS VACANT:

PRESIDENT - SECRETARY - TREASURER - TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
SUB-GROUP COORDINATOR - CHIEF LIBRARIAN - NEWSLETTER EDITOR

PENCE
OYeNON UNA UCM MN amar, 1 GINULON,. J 2dids Gidie v'ace SUPE aus wate b-Ses OG adic «eed pure o ohd¥ ema tay oa

HOP ENCE DOSUENONMON Lae aM eMONNOe Sm, aves 4 Aeicwie daw CLO EAWAN ows oe Paw eSA b vw Votedla ae.FUR PETE Workers
FORTGOEA 0"

Bee OM uN
aU

ee

re

eee

errr

ae

nn er eee

ite ater eG oie a ak cde Gossage ted acdPod 4 dw care Pewee i WA
t,o as a:aa duis eed HAs are ved shed hd oa

INSE!
DOMO TENOR

oe eee

hE ee

a es

ee form to be in the possession of the Secretary no later than Monday 20th July
Ue

PROXY FORN
COMMODGRE COMPUTER USERS GROUP (QLD) INC.

being a member of the above named association,

HEReay aappoln Obs Nes Aleem Padly kale wae 0% s Gime : Hits hati illen estate init) Gees
ORS

rglimA, Ne

Tid
Gow piece drecoda oie Os

AP ata Sa8 cde dcwk

Mircea

PATRONS Bear

as My proxy to vote on my behalf at the Annual General Meeting of the Association,
be held on the 4th day of August 1987, and at any adjournement

BUSNEd UNIS Seus
waatee
s
doehe

Aes meee

State Ms

This form is to be used

thereof.

Nay Ot tam lee ian i xde ss 1987

sities ovation Se Vewle-divea an ow d'0.a

‘in favour of / ° against

the resolution.

"Strike out whichever is not desired.
(Unless otherwise instructed, the proxy may vote as he thinks fit.)
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vScU-NeSeHel NEC

0 AST

by Wayne Schafer
Thanks

to Denis Cheshire

for the article on monitors

in CURSOR

(May 87), foliowing

my recent request for same. The information was very useful. | finally settied on ea
Commodore
1201 monitor with amber screen. It was a compromise between costs and ny
existing setup. | had a second hand colour TY as a monitor and have retained it for
games
(mainly for my son) and | use the 1201 monitor for extended programming
sessions because it is easier on my eyes. The colour TV cost $100 second hand and the
new amber monitor about $200.
(A second hand amber monitor would have reduced ny

costs even further.) My total all up cost for monitor and

TV

is

$300.

Still

less

costly than a good colour monitor and | have the capability of watching television

the colour set when "Inspector Gadget” takes priority on the set in the family

Both

monitor

outlets.

amber

and

TV

are

permanently

plugged

into

In fact | can run both sets at the same time.

monitor

and need to check colour

graphics

my C64 as they use different

If | am

consideration

footprint

by other

members.

programming

on

the

| just switch on the TY and there

is on the colour set. For my purposes this combination works very

worth

on

room.

well

and

may

it

be

My Brother M-1109 printer has a very smal|

(read: does not noe desk space).

It sits neatly on top of my coiour TV. Gne

reason for this setup is that | am not sure of my future direction in computing but
suspect that | will eventually purchase a 16 bit machine and thsi arrangement is 3
temporary solution to my screen output requirements. Other members probabiy are in 3

Similar position.

About Disk Drives
Ce

and

ee

eeel

| was recently using a disk that-was close to ful! and kept getting a

‘drive

not

read

error

ready’ error when trying to load any program or write to disk. This

really threw me as | was experimenting with a disk protection scheme and | believed
that the drive was stuck in half track mode. | tried all the usual tricks to unlock
the drive without success. [For the benefit of members who may not know, a drive can
iock in half track mode (between tracks), or the readswrite head can iam when
accessing the outer tracks of a disk which
is almost full. The drive can usualiy be
freed by sending a command to format a disk without a disk in the drive. This wil:
reset the head to the correct position.]
|
Alas nothing worked. In desperation | Beene Paul Blair who advised me to do what
| had already done. He seemed to confirm what | already suspected... a drive out oi
alignment or something more serious. My 1541 drive has never given an ounce of
trouble and | found it difficuit to understand how such misbehaviour could develop so
quickly.
| dismantled the drive and with the case separated | inserted a disk and

tried to load a program. The disk didn’t revolve.

| quickly found my problem. Beneath

the drive is a rubber drive belt which connects the drive motor to a turntable which
See the disk to revolve. | easily replaced the drive belt and | have no further
problems.
)
If members are faced with a similar problem bere unable to use the drive for any
function which requires the disk to spin you shou d check the drive belt by turning
the drive upside down and check that it is operating correctly.
It could save the

cost

of

repairs,

computer memory,

but

more importantly,

if you have a lot of ’unsaved’ material

this home repair will allow you to save this material

in

in memory,

{A useful tip, but remember rubber belts dostretch, and if this is éh
oa a)PRIDE off, you can bet your bottom dollar that the problem wil} occur again,
|
itor
-\|7-
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by Jim Vick

As Greg Perry conveyed to you last month, our Bulletin Board is up and running,
not without a few problems, but they are being brought under control one at a time by
the unstinting efforts of Greg and Colin Canfieid our new Sysop. For those who are

familiar with Bulletin Boards you may skip the next paragraph, as what 1 am going to
say will be old hat to you, but for those who know nothing ot Bulletin Boards maybe
an explanation is in order.
to

How

describe a Bulletin Board....

best

| guess it could be described

in many

service that the Users &roup
ways, but the way | choose to think of it is astheanother
Book Library, the Disk Library, or
provides to its members, something similar to

such it is
any of the other services that the Users Group makes available, and as
to use. The three main uses that the Bulletin Boara
for members
freely available

system has to offer

are:

(a) - the downloading and uploading of programs,

receive

a copy

of

a

program

is

that

uploading meaning that you send a program

fdown-

loading meaning

that

you

$0

that

stored on disk at the Bulletin Board and

(public domain only) to be stored

other members may be able to take a copy for themselves],
receiving

and

of Electronic Hail

(Email), (this can take a

(b) - the leaving
number of forms, i.e. private mail that only the person for whom it is intended can7
the uenera|
stored inin the
tead, and public mai! that anyone can read - this gai | can be stored
il Board or in any of the eleven special gail Boards such as the Buy-Seli-Swap mail|
ard or any of the special Boards for particular interest groups],

_ (ci) - the third major use that the Board has
to offer is the Hagazine and bulletin
section where program reviews, articles out of 000 ks and Cursor articles such as this
can oe stored - these can be brought up directly on t he screen of your gonitor and
cead ilk® a newspaper or stored in the computers nemory and either printed or Saved
to disk and in time we hope to get Cursor put up each month so that it is available
‘0 fead as soon as it is put together.
_, Now that we are all clear on what a Bulletin Board has to offer the question is

‘how is the Bulletin Board going?". Very well at the soment, with about forty members
that
Raking regular calls, leaving messages to friends or general interest messages
up to
can

read and comment on if they wish,

the General

Mail Board being

aii users
nail number 140 or thereabouts, and the other Nail Boards having iesser

numbers,

in

the vownload Section we have about fifteen programs in the C64 section, about ten in

the C128 section, with the others yet to have programs posted to them but this wilt
a

11

oe due course.

The Magazine articles

are starting to trickle

in and in time we

Build a useful Reference Library of information available to memoers.

of the Hail Boards
e A couple of notes on the Board... At the present time a onfewoneproblems
with uploading
- this is creating
sysop Feedback is not working

Programs or articies to the Board. At the end of the process you are pote to
will run on
a message saying what the program does and what type of computer it
‘ave
now unfortunately af these explanations are getting lost because of this probdiea

with

Sysop

Feedback,

and

we

are

put in the position of having to go through the
-{8-

y

directory

uploaded,

have: peer

of the hard disk eacn time we jog on to see if any new programs

(the

hard

disk

has

a

memory capacity of 7.5 megabytes

or about 30, 00°

biocks of available memory so you can imagine it takes a bit of time to iist the
- if @ program has been uploaded we then have to try to work out from the
directory)

name what it might be, so that it can be posted to the correct area. To

help

this regard could you please leave a message on the General Mail Board to
telling us about the program; in this way we can keep track of what
uploaded. Hopefully Greg Perry will be able to fix the problem shortly, but
nas a living to earn and cannot devote all his time to fixing tne Bulietin
we must be patient.

with

the

Board

us

in

the Sysop,
is being
Greg aiso
Board $0

is that we need Bore members to avail

The only other probiem
grow we need people to
themselves of the facilities. If the Board is to continue to
have &
and use the Bulletin Board. so if you do have a modem, jog on and
be active
07
Torus
a
as
on
/!ooked
be
can
these
remember
Boards
Message
the
look around, read

“This
ideas, and if someone puts up a Public Message he/she is saying:interestin
members’
what | think. Who agrees or disagrees with me?". This can provoke some
iT
> Wh
The facilities are available to take programs from the Bulletin Board fe:
comments.
be of!
—-

that may
your own use, but we would ask that, if you have a program or article
the Board. Again.
to someone else, you spend a bit of time and upload it isto going
interest
to be pretty
software

if we don’t get any Uploads our selection of available
limited and not of much use.

:

| think that for the time we have been ‘on line’ we are in @ pretty
but let's not jet this club facility founder due to apathy. Sc jog on,

good positi
have a |

around and jeave a message - you might find it fun. Look upon on it as a computeri
CB. radio that can store the messages until they can be read,
To finish off on on a personal note: As is custom,

most

ue accessing

the Board

use 2 ‘Nom de Plume’ or ‘Handie’, so that one never really knows texcept in a few
cases) who they are leaving messages to. Now { think this'is an anti-sociai act, anc
would prefer that real names be used. Aiter all, we go to club meetings and use our
is something that the committee
correct names so why not on the Bulletin Board? This
the near future.
in
access
of
condition
a
made
be
may
and
at
looking
is
---ooflo0---

of
| can only but fully concur with the sentiments expressed in the last paragraph i!
in question
Jim's article on the use of ‘handles’. Although guilty of the offence
handie back to my
so under the name Runner’), | have asked the SYSOP to changeon my one
of the mai!
Own name after reading some rather childish abusive messages
hs.
:
boards.
for the
reasons
As our is essentially a BBS for members’ use there’s no earthly
use of these nick names, unless people want to use these nick names to be abie to say
things which they wouldn’t be game to say when using their real name.
At all times | want to know who it 15 that 1 am talking/writing to. To a large

extent one’s replies are governed by one’s

knowledge

of

the

other party.

As

an

technical reply to somebody who is incapable
it is no use to give a Me
example,
these
of understanding you on this level. by knowing the person you are contacting
mistakes can be avoided,
And
On another level, | would not publish an anonymous letter in this newsletter.

is a ’handle’ not another form of an anonymous message:
Perhaps, by the time you read this, this matter will have resolved itself. in the
meantime do as | have done, and ask the sysop to change your handle back to your own
name.

Editor
-{9-

GAMES

CORNER

by Jamie Ogden
MINI REVIEW
HIGHLANDER

(Ocean)

| didn’t know how to rate this. In a way it was good, and than it wasn’t. Your
quest is to become a master swordsman and defeat the mighty Kurgen in the contest for

Immortality. There’s some very impressive music with the title page and start up
screen, but otherwise only average sound effects and graphics. It is basically a
combat game in which most people lose interest after a week or two. Very simpie game
with many controls.
If you’ve got the dough and you're into this sort of butchery,
then go for it! [Submitted for review by Chandlers - Maryborough]
IDEA
79

GRAPHICS
62

SOUND
gO

VALUE
0

HOOKABILITY
02

OVERALL
18

CHEATS CORNER

_ Never tear, ['m here again. Thanks to all you wonderful people out there who sent
in their goodies for everyone to share. That's the spirit guys! Anyway that’s enough
Of me Daobling on, so jet’s get started.

SORCERY
Ben Linton-Smith, your wish has come true. it's a coincidence
have requested ‘cheats’ for is one of the ones | have conquered.
matey!

1) THE WOODS: Go through the door on the left hand side.
2) THE WOODS: Go through the bottom left door.
ore

3) THE WOODS:

that the pane you
This snou d help you

Pick the club up from the left hand side of the screen,

a

Exit through

the top left door.
'
:
tn 9 GH
4) WASTELANDS: When you enter the room there appears to be a face on what looks iike
door.
left
bottom
a piece of wood. Stand on it and it will disappear. Exit through
2) UUTSIDE THE CASTLE: Go through the top left door.
i
|
4
5) THE CASTLE: Get sword then exit through the bottom left hand door.

7) OUTSIDE THE CASTLE: Swap sword for the gold on the other side of the tree. Go back
;
through “OP left door.

8) ABOVE THE CLOUDS: Swap the gold for the key and return through the bottom right

hand door to room 7, Swap the key for the sword and kill the monk at the bottom of
screen, Get key again and go through the left hand door.
nen
3) BY THE RIVER: Go across the screen and land on top of the leit hand door. Now you

have to go through the door without touching the water, or you'll drown.
,
10) BY THE RIVER: Push the joystick straight up or you'll drown. Go fo the log with a
face on it and it should disappear. Go through the door to the left.
11) DUNGEON:

Go through the left hand door.

,

12) DARK DUNGEON: Go about three-quarters of the way across the room. Go down and
land on the cauldron (this replenishes your energy and gives you a potion). &O back
pa ugh the top right hand door

into room 11, then go up and through the top left

hand door into room 13,
13) THE WILDS: Go through the bottom left door.
-?0-

ae

—_

ell

14) THE SWAMP: Push the joystick straight up to avoid drowning and get the candle.
througn bottom right door

Ge

into room 15, the same way as you did in room §. Go through

the top right hand door into 11, and through bottom left hand door into 12 again.
(Because you have the candie you can now see.) Exchange the candle for the key and go
to room 11. Go through top left hand door into 13, across and through bottom left
hand door into 14. Go straight up or you'll drown. Go through top ieft door.
|
15) NEAR STONEHENGE: Go to face on log, go down and get poison. Go up and through the
top left door.
16) NEAR STONEHENGE:

Avoid the water and swap the poison for the wad. keep the fir
EPE
:

button pressed to kil! the gnost. Take the poison and go through the ieft hand aco

17) AT STONEHENGE: Land on the middle table and give yourseif a pat on the back jo
completing the game.
MINER 2049’ER
Load normally,

but when game starts

=

r
aw

‘

r

.

keep the fire button down for a few seconds

and it will go to the next level. Keep the button down through the ieveis untii you
get to the level you want.
buday!

That Al cheat mode from Paui Barrett

from Brissy.

Thanks

LEADERBOARD EXEC
jeii, this one is a mystery. Bradley Maier from Brisbane sent this one in without
instructions - SYS 4006. if you think you know how to use it then go for your iife.
TRAF
ret another

one

from Ben Linton-Smith.

He says that when you type in "demo”

wher.

you come first on the high score tabie you are treated to a kind of light snow with
Drilliant

sound effects.

Well, all good things come to and end sometimes, but [’il see you again next
for sure. Keep sending those cheats and requests in, ‘cause everyone heips.
Until next month. HAPPY HACKING.
Jamie Ugaen,
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C-128D COMPUTER - recentiy serviced c/w 180 odd Disks of GAMES, UTILITIES
PROCESSORS. Cost $1600.00 - Sell $1050.00

eH
ee
Kr ere eK =

ang WORD

Contact Jim Fang on (03) 876 9125 after 4pn.
C-64 COMPUTER - Two 1541 Disk Drives - 1650 Modem - Pius Mega heaps of Disk Software
(1000 + Programs) - Datasette - Books, etc etc. - $1100.00 o.n.o,

Contact Craig Upton on (07) 396 9429 (a.h.)
GRAPHIC ROM CHIP for 1526/802 Printers. Switches between existing 802 Kev. Ofc Mode
and Graphic Mode, thus allowing ful! Graphics Emulation from Printshop, Doodle etc.
$50.00 fitted or posted.
Contact Barry Wilson on (07) 399 6204
-2?i-

HATL
Another country member,

BOX

not leas so far as your NSW ones,

but just far enough

to

nake Bens meetings difficu/t. / will make a particular effort to attend the next
Primary Education Sub-Group meeting and make contact with Bill Weeks again.
| find that CURSOR is required reading for ge. One result was the recent purchase
of a Citizen 120D printer. | have limped along with an MPS801 and now reaiise just
what J have been missing. The 801 did a good jod for me for many years but there’s no
comparison with the !20D. | appreciate the great help that Lindsay Whipp gave me in
understanding the intricacies of the new printer.
Greg Perry has kindly answered a number of my queries over Viate/ and / made
fieeting

contact

pnone bili!!

with

Norm

via

the same medium!

/ dread the arrivai

of my Viatei

Greg and vourself certainly keep Commcdore up to the gark, but as you’/! see from
the anciosed page from a recent copy of the ‘Australian’. Une of the main opposition

brands appears to treat its customers with even greater contempt. /t sounds as if the
lady concerned has never heard of User croups. | Imagine that Appie users In the
Sydney area have such groups - not remotely
have received help from a knowledgeable memoer.
The affiiiated Toowoomba User Group is
aembers ‘or interested newcomers) to our monthiy
Keep up the good work Ralph and my best

as good as ours,

but surely she could

doing weli and we average farty or so
meetings.
wishes to the hard working committee

genders,
Alex Robertson

- woompungee

Thanks for your kind words, Alex. We must be doing something right!
tes,
question

| had read the article

in the ’Australian’

is by a lady who purchased

$2200.00

of 28th April '/8.

worth of

Apple

(The articie

equipment, | mainly

in
for

word processing purposes, and had all the problems in the world with equipment, soft|
ware, dealers, Apple itself, etc.]
There’s absoiutely no guarantee that spending severai thousand coilars pius wii]
automatically give you better service than the variety offered by Commodore. In iact
| have heard too many stories about Apple and (yes!) even ‘Big Biue’ itself, to know
that Commodore is by no means an exception! it probably comes down to the fact that
the average new computer owner is 30 wrapped in his new purchase that he/she doesn’t
worry about

the guarantee-

and servicing aspects of the equipment.

Pernaps wnen

com-

cuters have really become accepted as part of our jife style this may ail change.

in the meantime it is, as you mentioned above, up to the Users Groups to keep the
and to inform our members on how to avoid the worst
toes,
on their
so-and-so’s

|
)
;
ae
pitfalls of the computer world.
' Another aspect which relates more directly to the Commodore worid is the gradual
disappearance

aler".

during the iast eighteen months or so of the real

"Commodore

Computer

Competition and price cutting are piven as the main reasons. However | have

ten found with some of these ex-Commodore dealers that their staff consisted of a
bunch of drop-outs who were unable to answer the most elementary questions on both

napdware and software in a sensible manner. So perhaps there are two sides to these
arguments after all. {As an afterthought - now that iBM clones are starting to apyeee

n places like K-Mart, will those seifsame dealers give the PC market away as we | 2]
carry on doing the things we seem to be doing reasonably
we'll
in the meantime
of
for the benefit
information
well, namely to advise, to teach and to exchange
}4

Commodore computer owners.

We tend to hear oniy the compiaints regarding equipment, Softwaré, servicing étc.,
sc i thought I'd add a Jittie balance by sharing a good-news story - regarding Farcor

(previously Don’s Computer Repairs).

;

\

After over 3 year’s faultiess (though siow) service from my very hard working 154!
drive | decided !’d put it in for a puch needed head alignment.
A Simple matter?
Usuaily so. Haybe | should have left well alone because this signailed the start of a
whole series of probiems with faults (mostiy intermittent), breakdowns and downright
stubborness on the part of the machine. So much so that it has been in for further

work/testing/repairs no jess than eight times since October 1986.

Where’s
the good news story? /t is in the fact that Don stood ody his guarantee
of a2 falied
through ali this time at no cost to me (except for $48 for repiacement

motor}.
He has at alj{ times been most obliging and whilst !ike me, he wouid have
liked to commit it to the garbage bin, he has repiacea most parts of the machine ane
invited

to bring it back.ir

there’s further

One might be tempted to be critical

remember

that it was interaittent

not found

and often dia net show up In the

the usua/ testing proceaures.
i’m thankful
to, mot critical
find in today’s business world.

Maicoim

troubie.

that the fauit was

eariier,

but

workshop er during

of Don and commend hig for his service

;
- hard tc

Lewis.

life that
isn’t it a fact of trom
the
or hardiy ever

1's very pleased to reproduce Malcoim’s letter here.
we always hear from the dissatisfied customer and never
satistied

ones.

When some years ago we tried to survey our members

regarding

repairs

of dissatisfiedisn’tcustomers
we were pleasantly surprised by the very small percentage
all tha
situation
SO, eb hags as fat as Queensland is concerned, the repair
bad after

all. Take a bow,

Don!

Which brings me to a jetter received from one of our Victorian members (yes, we've
then at over the place!), Jim Fang, who has his say on repair problems in that
state. We quote here some excerpts:

got

i was wondering if there are any Victorian members who know of a good service
centre in Victoria ..... | wasn’t very happy with the work done at Maxwelis ....Hy
disk drive might have been an extreme circumstance, but| beileve ror a $98 standarc
service charge | should get prompt repairs ..+.. Maxwelis charges $50.00 per hour for

repairs, piuS partS sieers [t seems you Queensianders get 4 far better deai, as i've
seen ads in the newsletter such as ‘bons Computer kepair Centre’ offering $50, 66
annual

service

contracts and 90-day warranty on repairs .....

Maxweils

warranty

Is

al

a

mere / days.

Being a coupie of thousand kilometres away from Melbourne we are unable to comment

on the repair scene/charges in your fair state. However | have in My possession a CEN
price list (March ’87) which lists the following 'CommCare’ centres in Victoria:

|

Visioncare - Geelong

}

VisionCare - Muigrave
VisionCare - North Melbourne

Megatron Computer Ind. - Ringwood

]

Hills Industries - Preston

} Non-Warranty only.

Warranty & Non-Warranty
kepairs

Hopefully one of the above will give you the service you are looking for,
=
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My 1201 moniter has an annoying low frequency hum when the volume is set to
minimum and this hua increases in volume and frequency when the volume is turned up.
My television set also suffers a stmilar problem but not to the same extent. |
Suspect mains hum is the problem. Can you suggest a solution.
various items on my desk seems to make little difference.

Relocation

of

the

Page 6 of the May issue of CURSOR advised that disk prices were coming down. The

June issue lists prices on page 7 which don’t agree with the Hay article.
please clarify this matter In the next issue.

In my

Could

you

short period of membership | have written to you and had published several

articles, most cailing for heip and some giving practical

advice on various

matters.

i am mot an expert (yet) but that has never stopped me from having a go and
_ contributing to "ay" club. If we all waited until we are expert enough to contribute
we won't need the assistance of CURSOR. Come on members have a go! fou wil] get more
out or the effort than you give.

{ don’t own a modem but see

fesources.

After

{

type

an

double

articie

handiing

of

contributions

as a

you should not have to retype

waste

of

it. ] use Easy

script on my C&4. If ! send items on disk to you is your new Amiga up to recelvini
sequential files in this format? You could use a modem to joad them in tt the Amiga
from 4a ciud member who has a Cé4 or C128. Please advise in the interests of Saving
yourseif the time of retyping contributions.
Wayne Schafer

(Tewantin)

| have had a chat with Denis Cheshire on your ‘hum’

He found Bout

problem.

to diagnose your problem without aces the unit and suggested several possibi ae
to
such as your C-64 (there’s a 12V rectifier/capacitor combination that's been known

play up), a screening

lead on the video connection may nave an open circuit

gay have an earthloop between your monitor

eae

/ diskdrive / printer. As you ra ;

there are quite a few possibilities which may need investigating.

fou could

ring

Dennis on (07) 395 0153 for further consuitation.

Yes, you were quite right regarding disk pricing. Mea culpa! You will find that is

rectified in this issue. Lester Bennett
tailen even further, how about that!

No comment
to Greg Perry,
butions again
CURSOR | would
File on disk.

has just advised me that disk prices have

necessary on contributions to CURSOR - well
a modem resides in my premises | am indeed
on disk from C-64/C-128 owners. Particularly
like to receive ail articles either via our
Ali disks are promptly returned by ae.

put!
able
now
BBS

Yes, now that, thanks
to receive contriwith two editions of
or as a Word Processor

ba ak
Only teday | received the June issue of Cursor and your editorial has

into

Cursor.
it

action.

This

is one

C64

spurred

ne

going to be away from 64s just

as

user who wants to see Amiga articies remain in THE

It would appear that the gradual trend is

has been away from the Vic20 (remember

them).

he Amiga may even jeave the 128 as

the beginners micro. As | see it, it would be extremely sensibie for

the

percentage

content in the magazine to move with the percentage ownership even if it one day
leaves the 64/128 with 10%.
:
;
if those who upgrade to Amiga are forced into a new club or even magazine, those

of us who remain the ‘old guard’ will find ourselves losing out. Losing out of the
technical skill of those who upgrade, and many of the ciup’s executive will probably
“Oke

be jost as well. We wili find ourseives In 2 greatiy disadvantaged position.
fe
insulate the ’old guard’ from the Apiga and its users is a jittie, no, a /ot like the
ostrich burying his head in the sand.
one day, hopefully, I will move on to an Amiga (distant hope) bui in the
Maybe,
peantime | want to see how it moves into the market piace and how it is received. Gut
here in the west | depend on the ciub mag to provide that information.

Fr. Robert Paget (Cunnamul ia?
It was very good to hear from you again Robert, and | concur fully with your
sentiments. It was only a few weeks ago during the May committee meeting that |
brought the subject of the newsletter up. | suggested there and than that the best
solution would be a separate Amiga edition of Lursor. As basically there was no great

deal of opposition to this plan (except for pone out to me the increase in work
oe decided to go ahead as from this issue. Now, I'm fully well aware that
ioad), we

i have created a rod for my own
temporary one. The main reason
Editor’s Notes. | feel that our
the interests of the C-64/C-126

back, but ! look upon this solution as a purely
for this decision [’ve set out in last month’s
Amiga members need a better deal without jeopardizing
members. For these reasons alone | have decided on :

this (hopefully temporary) course of action.
And what about the future? Well may you ask. Crystal ball gazing is definitely not
my forte - i’ve been caught out before today! However | can, as far as Commodore is
Concerned,

see only a few Oe

scenarios.

The first one is that the new Amiga 500 will start to seil well (which the A 1006
never did), attract a lot of new software writers who really understand the machine
drop in prices of both software

thus causing an overall!

and

!

faet

in

-

hardware

repeat of the C-64 story. The Amiga 2000 will only have a limited role to play in the
it as a very
market place (retailers will disagree with mei), as | only can see
Result of
interesting kind of ‘hybrid’ (or the world’s most expensive IBM clone!).
.
this scenario:

a

"Goodbye 8 Bit machines.”

The second scenario is rather different. The Amiga 500 is not a marketing success,
It follows that the other models will not sell well either in that case. It has been
claimed in some circles that the Amiga 15 a more advanced design than either the
time.

design

a

is

Macintosh or the Atari ST; in fact some commentators have said that it

And believe you me, you've only got to read the real

ahead

of

its

ahead

of

its time can be aS much of a flop in the market place as a design which

Amiga stuff, and you can understand why this claim is made. Now
behind the times.

a

technicai

which

design

If this is the case with the Amiga we'll see it gradually ’sink

the sunset’, and "Goodbye, Amiga"!|
There are possibly other scenarios,

.
|
like Commodore being swallowed up

is

is

in

by another

company or a revolutionary new computer design that wipes everything of our desks,
but that sort of crystal bail gazing 15 far too dangerous!
in the last resort

it all comes hack to market acceptance

and Sottware

support.

lf

that have
we look back at the history of the C-64 we can see the dramatic strides
t both software and
period of five years 1m the developmenof
been made over a
hardware for this machine. If my first scenario becomes reality (as | think it will)

we

may

see the realisation of the real potential of the Amiga in the next couple of

years, You know,
been so badly

| almost scream at times when certain aspects of Amiga software have
implemented (need i mention word processors?), and you KNOW that it

could be so much better.

In fact, when the software developers really

get

to

grips

with the Amiga, we will see a new generation of sofware undreamed of at present,

And what about our present 8-bit members? Elsewhere in this issue I have done some
price comparisons between a C-64 outfit and an A-500 outfit. The average member has

invested a sum of between $1000 to $2000 over a period of years. Now, particularly if
you have scraped this together bit by bit (opposition from wives/husbands), you hate
to see this sort of investment

go down the gurgler,
-325-

and you may well

resist

this

to

the

bitter

end.

But

make no mistake,

the end is in sight!

well be another machine, but it is coming! Looking back at

If not the Amiga it may

the

Vic-20’s

demise

it

means that you either drop computers altogether (as many have done), or do an upgrade
(as many others have done). If you do decide to ale, it is then mainly a question

of when. Do it now and you realize a better price for your enepaent but you pay top
price for the new gear. Do it later and the situation may well be reversed.
The remaining group of "8-bitters" are the programmers and technical wizards. (No
names - no packdrill!). i feel that it is only common sense for them to embrace the
new

technology,

because,

if they don’t,

they will be left hopelessly behind within

the next few years and it will be well nigh impossible for them to catch up. The
resuit will be our loss, because it means talent down the drain, and that’s a great
pas in this context it was interesting to see that the great Jim Butterfield has
is feet in both camps - wise man!
Well Robert, [’ve raved on a bit but "them are me thoughts on the subject", and
they may perhaps heip others to see the future a bit more clearly. | still live in
hope that our Group wiil continue to prosper and this will only happen if we keep up
with the times - if we don’t we will disappear with the PET’s and Vic-20’s and that
would be a great pity indeed.
=i)

A letter along similar

lines has just ceen received from Peter Grimbeek.

| quote:

i have been reading the newsletter for some years now. It Is in fact the sole
reason {| have for maintaining ay Commodore Club membership. When | first joined we
had just purchased a Vic-20 , which never went beyond being a kid’s game playing
machine,

and ended up broken down in a drawer a year or so aga.

Why then do i go on reading the newsletter? There are at ‘east three reasons:

!, | da so because / have gone on working with computers - Apple 2ZE and Tanay’s at a
primary school. Your discussions on printers, disk drives, modems and particular
Sottware packages are sometimes informative.

2, | did a weekend live-in course in Basic programming some years back, so / know

just enough to appreciate the articles on programming languages and shortcuts in the
ewsietter.
)
3. i don’t own a computer in working order, so / read your articles on the reiative
merits
of the various Commodore modeis, inciuding the Amiga, so that come the day }
td
Y
‘

May
~a

do consider purchasing a machine,

| have some kind of insider knowledge of the nerits

of these machines. Pius an appreciation of likely developments by Commodore and its
artersaies practices etc.
-F

For these reasons i also appreciate the way In which the newsletter at present
caters for a range of users. | would have to make choices if the newsletter split two
or three ways to cater for subsections of users which | would not particulariy want
tO make.
ji
Peter

trisoeex

| think that ay reply to Robert Paget’s letter covers most of the point raised by
you.

it has been done pureiy to give Amiga owners a better newsletter deai and to

stifle criticism of current 8-bit users,

in Amiga content.

which would surely increase with an increase
| don't relish the situation ayseif, because |reaily have doubled

ay oR load - however this will probably be only a temporary situation.
We will still keep our regular (8-bit) users informed on what’s going on in the

rest of the Commodore world (and beyond | hope), so that ail embers obtain a well

rounded view of the computer worid at large.
---99000--“AG=
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COMMODORE

AND

¥IDEO

by Paul Gunther

When

| purchased

my

trusty

COMMODORE

64

[| was faced with a dilemma.

To

purchase a high grade monitor or to buy a colour television set.
At the time a
colour television was cheaper than a COMMODORE 1702 monitor. After intense thought
and evaluation | decided
this day ! have never
fine displays the C64’s
At the time |

to place my money with a COMMODORE dedicated monitor.
To
regretted my decision.
Only a monitor will do justice to the
excellent video chips can generate.
BOLE the monitor | was totally unaware of the fact that the
1702 can be easily connected to a Video Cassette Recorder!
Simply take the video and
audio out from the VCR and connect to the front inputs on the monitor.
VOILA!,
instant

teievision.

converts

RF

Aliso a device

called a

TUNER

input to monitor compatible input.

input producing an excellent television
fancy an amber television?!!)

can

be

purchased

which

picture

(also

the

monochrome

(201 WOrks:

Now as life progressed, | advanced to a COMMODORE 128.
(‘stiil retaining the
The video chips on-board the C12 have two extra functions over a pure C64 -

S64).

they nandle the extra inputs from the C128’s numeric key-pad and contain

to

simply

The Amiga’s 1081 also accepts video

dictate

the C1Z8’s 38502 CPU clock speed (! or 2 HHz).

a

register

In short a re-designed

40

column chip exists in the C128. Now to the point:
It seems that in the manufacturing
or design process of the Ciz6 video chip, a as in quality control has occurred,
This resuits in a poorer quality display on the C128 (feint vertical lines across the
screen,

colour biurring,

uneven colour across a screen of constant colour and a white

tiieker that some high quality games seem to produce.)

Since | own

both

snd a ‘pure’ C64 the above results can be easily shown. Other users
to a CL28 1 have talked to seem to echo the same complaint.

interestingly

enough,

40

coiumn

chips

and

the

a

monitor

going from a C84

composite video output DIN

sonnectors seem to have gone through some partly undocumented changes.
A (C&4
purcnased several years apo will havea 3 Bi DIN connector for the video output. 4
newer model

(like the one | purchased in 1985) will have an 8 pin DIN connector

making my supplied cable incompatible with older models.

at the clarity and excellent

connector

to

the

C64.

colour

saturation

thus

Friends have often remarked

that my monitor

provides with ay 8 pin

Unfortunatly | can find no documentation of the aysterious

pins 6, 7 and @ that appear on ay C64, Do these hold the key to a good display? Nov
the Ci28 has an 8 pin connector, but the manual states that pins 7 and 8 are not
connected, pin 6 being ’Chroma signal output’. Given that the C128's display is not
as good as the (C64 does this mean that COMNODORE has done some short listing with
respect to the video hardware at the expense a the display? Do other users notice
chese problems?
Please

Do others users OWn Monitors:

note

some feedback please!

that | only refer to the ¢128 in 40 column (composite) mode - the

C128 has an excellent

80 column

(RGBI) node. superb for

word-processing,

database,

programming etc. This 80 coluan yideo controller has tremendous and largely untapped
notential. For instance, did you know that the 60 column 8563 VDC chip can: produce

2 640 by 200 bit-mapped

display,

produce more than

25 rows on the screen (by

adjusting my 1201 monitor | once produced Jf tows of text on the
that

for

a

word processor or spread-sheet!),

interlaced mode and even a block

oossible).

teatures.

[| wonder

how

much

copy

the

command in
new

-

“e—

ow

screen

:

imagine

Supports a light pen, fine scroiling,

C128

80

hardware

(simple

animation

is

column GEQS will exploit these

in conclusion,

if you want a games only machine buy a

straignt

Coa.

li

you

vant more serious applications, the Ci28 will support your needs while remaining 99%
Co4 compatible.
Another plus for tne Ci28 is its ability to simultaneousiy drive 2
independent monitors
(40 and 80 column)
{This is supported by the C125 CF/M+
operating system}.

THE 1571 DOUBLE SIDED DISK DRIVE - THE SAGA CONTINUES
by Paul

The

Gunther

purchase of a C128 computer naturally

important
Lately,

periphera! - a disk drive.

there

have

been several

jeacs to the purchase of @ particuiariy

The one recommended for the Ci2& is

problems

fully documented,

in previous

the

i571.

editions

of

CURSOR, of bugs that have been uncovered in the drive. This articie will jook at the
good- iyes there are some) and bad points of the 1571. Since you have probably oniv
heard bad news so far | will continue with the same.

The article "1571 DISK DRIVE BUG" appearing in the MAY '8/ CURSOR states
in
paragraph two that "With multiple files
ee and sectors being allocated on both
sides the BAN swapper mechanism would trash BAH side one”. The articie continues
"Corruption of tne BAM makes the disk unusable." [1 have been unfortunate enough te
rovoke this nasty bug on several occasions.
However the disk can be saved .
he murdered disk vill have a directory looking something like this :

O"FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF"FFFFE
10
"NORMAL FILES" PRG
XXX BLOCKS FREE

The

disk

name

a

utility

will be replaced by garbage and the number of blocks free will be

inconsistent with the files that appear.
following procedure:

1)

Use

program

It is possible to resurrect

the disk by the

that will ’sott unlock’a disk (The trashing of the

usually corrupts

byte 2 on track 16 sector 0 thus making the

the damaged disk.

This will make the BAM at least ‘appear’

umwritable

disk

|
a,
157i, 1541 format type disk drive)
2) Use a track and sector utility to copy track 16 sector © Irom any good
normal.

BAM

by oa

disk

ontc

me
3) Validate the disk (send the dos command: V0:)
4) Use a track and sector editor utility to restore the original disk title.

Your disk is now as good as new.
disk while the BAM was bad.

Unless of course you managed to write to the

_ This software error in the drives ROM’s can usually be restricted by using
initialize (10:) command after you place a different disk in the drive,

the

Particularly the bug strikes when using the excellent database program Superbase
128. This program is a ie to use with the 1571... until your database extends ig

the second

sae

your

side

of the disk (which it usually does given half a dozen decent sizeq

Your beloved 1571 now enters 'Kamikaze’ mode, bent

files.
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on

the

destruction

of

that | an ane now matie to archive to disk une
For example, a report prograal
oose my report program an
yer ny file definitions.
it i
when | trled to neces: ay
errors
invalid"
n
definitio
"file
Sarees Haul iearepct
my 4 screen 80 column
killed
bug
the
when
but
file,
the
I can aiways re-enter
data.
100 field database file layout that I’d taken weeks to develop, | almost had enough.
it seems even the makers of Superbase 128 see the problem.

They now supply a utility

15/71.
(with SB V2.07) to recover bad databases that get trapped on the
really push the drive
The Superbase program uses advanced disk access methods that

After
base.
to its jimits which proba bly contributes to ay bad experiences with Super second side
the
ae
e
ea
ye
ce
many heart breaking losse s of data | have One
away with the
fou May get
‘ny its use to say the least.
ici
of th
don’t write to
that
ms
salial ieee atay filin a double sided disk with progra
replace the
to
ROM’s
gged’
‘debu
able
avail
make
ORE
COMMOD
until
but.
the disk,
!"
warned
were
"You
say
only
‘diseased’ ones, | can

then take a look at the
lf you must compliment your C128 with a fast disk drive,
inch disk drives are
3.5
1561
the
until
sively)
Single sided 1570 or wait (recur
tor the COMMODORE
available
drives
disk
hard
of
released in Australia or | even neard
(If you can afford them!)
After all that beating can you believe the 1571 has some remarkable features that
make

it most unique and powerful?)

being abie to read

sead One First something productive:
As well
as
disks

the defauit COMMODORE standard

GCR (Group voded

wecording)

rhe easineers af the 171 (This
decidedmethodto uses
allowthe thesmal!driveround
MFM (Modified
to accept
hole fer timing,

Frequency Modulation)
previousiy

unused

disks.

in the 4541).

ed by the
This means that some common CP/M formats are readily readable ‘support
10U can take a disk straight from say aKaypro CP/i
sachine (and the i57lewill happliy read +t tor you. _Also COMMODORE in their infinite
wisdom threw a WD 1770 1BM-34 controller into the is/l. Being a student of computing
| take great delight in the ability o7 the L5id (using a MPM format in CP/M mode) to

0123’s CP/M+ operating system).

my
allow an IBM PC (using a foreign disk program called ALIEN)viato thereadL5/1,
means | can type in assignment
ts an IBM PC (and visa versa).

Sa}.

programs on the Ciz8 then,

The iS7i disk drives’ access speed is @ welcome

the 1571 has largely unused potential

However

change,

This

disk.

them

transfer

compared

to

slow

a

as quoted from the ABACUS ROOK

'iS7i internals’; * The 1571 with a 2Mhz CPU... can operate at the maxinun transfer
rate of 500,000 baud ... The tact that these superb capabilities are not used is the
fault of the 1571 operating system (ROM? s) alone".

‘500 000 baud’ ? Why this

simply

neans that IF the C128, 1571 combination had a decent Disk Operating System (DOS)
desicned for maximum transfer rates then the C128 could load a 60k program in |
second

' or about 7 hi-res screens per second!

siteady own the hardware
operating

to allow

these

high

If you have a 0126 and 1571 then you

transfer

rates.

Pity

about

the

system.

UPDATE: The BAM trashing bug has been traced to the C64 Turbo-Rom with 1541 rather
chan the 1571, i.e. the 1S? article implies that the drive causes the BAM trashing
co which

a

andotner member,

fix

was

given.

This

bug resides

in the 064 Turbo-fom as verified by

Grant Robinson.

JPDATE 2: Turbo-Rom & 1571 - Do not use the fast format option,
Cockroach recommend

this,

2s so many DOS versions

---90U00---

<4

3U-

~

i.e, OF:DISKNAME,
ID.

exist.
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